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What should I draw?
Have you ever wanted to draw something but you 
couldn’t think of any good ideas? Cool Things to 
Draw™ contains over one hundred ideas you can take 
wherever you and your sketchbook go. The ideas 
contained in this book will challenge your drawing 
skills as you practice perspective, value, depth, 
composition, and photo realism. 

What makes this book different is its focus on 
observation rather than showing a drawing through a 
series of steps. Observation allows you to see, touch, 
and interact with the subject you’re drawing. The next 
best alternative is drawing from a photograph because 
observing the subject in person can be inconvenient.

Sound fun? Then go grab your sketchbook and flip 
through the pages to find something to draw.
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Objects & still life
• Art supplies

• Ball of yarn

• Balloons

• Beach bag

• Bike

• Bookshelf

• Bottles

• Camera

• Car keys

• Cello

• Chairs

• Chess pieces

• Circuit board

• Closet

• Cup of coffee

• Computer

• Corn on the cob

• Dirty clothes

• Dirty dishes

• Fireplace

• Gifts

• Glass of water

• Guitar

• Gum-ball 
machine

• Gym shoes

• Hamburger

• Light bulb

• Mouse trap

• Old sign

• Record player

• Serving dishes

• Stacking game

• Stack of stones

• Tackle box

• Umbrella

• Workbench

People
• Grandparents

• Baby

• Ear

• Eye

• Hands

• Nose

• Princess

• Skateboarder

• Snowboarder

• Someone 
crouching

• Someone sitting

• People standing 
in line

• Woman wearing 
a dress

• Man wearing  
a suit

• Someone  
wearing glasses

• Someone  
who is afraid

• Someone  
who is happy

• Someone who  
is sad

• Someone who  
is shy

• Someone who  
is surprised

• Someone  
with curly hair

Animals
• Alligator

• Ants

• Bear

• Butterflies

• Cardinal

• Cat

• Caterpillar

• Cow

• Deer
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• Dog

• Dolphin

• Duck

• Eagle

• Elephant

• Flamingo

• Fly

• Giraffe

• Hippopotamus

• Horse

• Kangaroo

• Lion

• Lizard

• Lobster

• Penguin

• Pig

• Robin

• Squirrel

• Turtle

• Tropical fish

• Zebra

Buildings
• Apartment 
building

• Barn

• Campground

• Church

• Gas station

• Golden Gate 
Bridge

• Greenhouse

• Hardware store

• House

• Library of 
Congress

• Playground

• Pyramids

• Sandbox

• Skyscrapers

• Venice, Italy

• Vineyard

• White House

Vehicles
• Canoe

• Fire truck

• Freighter

• Helicopter

• Motorcycle

• Semi truck

Plants and flowers
• Flowers in vase

• Lily pad

• Pineapple

• Tomato

• Vegetables

• Vineyard

Other
• Frosting

• Perspective 
blocks

• Plastic blocks

• Tree bark
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Draw a tackle box



Draw gym shoesDraw a baby

Draw an alligator



Draw people standing in line



Draw hands



Draw a horse



Have your drawing featured on UpliftingPlay.com

Proudly display your favorite drawing

I am so glad you’ve taken the time to improve your 
drawing ability. How about sharing one of your 
favorite’s with the visitors of UpliftingPlay.com.  
I am sure they would love to see it.

Simply email me the following information:

• A scan or photograph of your drawing
• Your name
• Your Age
• A brief paragraph explaining why you enjoy drawing

Email your submission to jacob@upliftingplay.com

By submitting a photo of your drawing you’re giving me permission to post it publicly on the internet and for promoting Uplifting Play.  

You still retain copyright of your original work. Drawings will be posted in the order they’re received.
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Jacob Lett has been a professional 
graphic designer since 2004. Together 
with his wife Colleen, they started 
UpliftingPlay to encourage young 
families to explore their creativity 
through art and creative play.

To stay connected and receive related 
information, you can follow them by 
visiting http://upliftingplay.com/follow
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Have you ever wanted to draw but struggled to find a 
good idea? Inside you will find over 100 drawing ideas 
that will inspire and challenge you to keep drawing. 

The pictures inside can be drawn as they are or 
combined with other pictures for endless possibilities. 
Keep this book with your sketchbook to never be 
without ideas to draw.

Practice drawing all of these ideas:

• Snowboarder
• Horse
• Lily pad
• Light bulb
• Chess pieces
• Balloons
• Venice, Italy

• Princess
• Playground
• Bike
• Skyscrapers
• Dirty dishes
• Mouse trap
• Hands

• Eye
• Caterpillar
• Bottles
• Tackle box
• Lizard
• Guitar
• And many more!
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